In this paper, we construct efficient schemes based on the scalar auxiliary variable (SAV) blockcentered finite difference method for the modified phase field crystal (MPFC) equation, which is a sixth-order nonlinear damped wave equation. The schemes are linear, conserve mass and unconditionally dissipate a pseudo energy. We prove rigorously second-order error estimates in both time and space for the phase field variable in discrete norms. We also present some numerical experiments to verify our theoretical results and demonstrate the robustness and accuracy. Key words. Modified phase field crystal, scalar auxiliary variable (SAV), energy stability, error estimate, numerical experiments AMS subject classifications. 35G25, 65M06, 65M12, 65M15
approach for the MPFC model but without convergence proof. The convergence analysis is challenging due to the nonlinear hyperbolic nature of the MPFC equation. To our knowledge, there is no second-order convergence analysis on any linear scheme for the MPFC equation.
The main goals of this paper are to construct linear and unconditionally energy stable schemes based on the recently proposed scalar auxiliary variable (SAV) approach [12, 13] , and to carry out a rigorous error analysis. More specifically, we construct two SAV block-centered finite difference schemes for the MPFC equation based on the Euler backward and Crank-Nicolson schemes respectively, and show that they are unconditionally energy stable with a suitably defined pseudo energy, and we establish second-order convergence in both time and space in a discrete L ∞ (0, T ; H 3 (Ω)) norm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the MPFC model and reformulate it using the SAV approach. In Section 3 we construct fully discrete schemes for the reformulated MPFC equation by block-centered finite difference method, and show that the scheme conserves mass and is unconditionally energy stable. In Section 4 we derive the error estimate for the MPFC model. In Section 5 some numerical experiments are presented to verify the accuracy of the proposed numerical schemes.
2. The MPFC model and its semi-discretization in time. We describe in this section the MPFC model, its reformulation using the SAV approach, construct a second-order SAV semidiscretization scheme and show that it preserves mass and dissipates a pseudo energy.
2.1. The MPFC model and its SAV reformulation. Consider the free energy (cf. [1, 2, 7] )
where Ω ⊂ R d (d = 1, 2, 3). The phase field variable φ is introduced to represent the concentration field of a coarse-grained temporal average of the density of atoms. F (φ) = 1 4 φ 4 . Here α = 1 − ǫ with ǫ ≪ 1. Then the MPFC model, which is designed to describe the elastic interactions:
where β > 0. But we should note that the energy (2.1) may actually increase on some time intervals. The PFC and MPFC equations have close relationship. However, we should keep in mind that the original energy of the MPFC equation may increase in time on some time intervals. Thus it is desirable to introduce a pseudo energy. Besides, we can observe that (2.2) does not satisfy the mass conservation due to the term ∂ 2 φ ∂t 2 . However, it is possible to verify that Ω ∂φ ∂t dx = 0 with a suitable initial condition for ∂φ ∂t . To fix the idea, we consider the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions:
where n is the unit outward normal vector of the domain Ω. Remark 2.1. The homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are assumed to simplify the presentation. The algorithm and its analysis also hold for the periodic boundary conditions with very little modification. One can refer to [16, Lemma 3.6] for more detail about the periodic boundary conditions. While we only present the algorithm and analysis for homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, we do present some numerical results with periodic boundary conditions in Section 5.
To introduce an appropriate pseudo energy for the MPFC equation, we need to define the
(Ω) to be the unique solution to the following problem:
Using integration by parts, we can obtain
Then we define u H −1 = (u, u) H −1 for every u ∈ L 2 0 (Ω). In order to construct an efficient scheme for the MPFC equation (2.2), we first reformulate it using the so called SAV approach [12] . Introducing two auxiliary functions as follows:
Then the MPFC equation (2.2) can be recast as the following system:
Define the pseudo energy
which requires that Ω ψ = 0 for well posedness. As long as ψ = ∂φ ∂t is of mean zero, we can obtain the following dissipation law:
where η ψ = (−∆) −1 ψ.
2.2.
A second-order semi-discrete scheme. Let N > 0 be a positive integer and J = (0, T ]. Set ∆t = T /N, t n = n∆t, for n ≤ N, where T is the final time. The second-order semi-discrete scheme based on the Crank-Nicolsion method for (2.8) is as follows:
Assuming φ n , ψ n and r n are known, then we update φ n+1 , ψ n+1 and r n+1 by solving
where f n+1/2 = (f n+1 + f n )/2 andf n+1/2 = (3f n − f n−1 )/2 for any function f . For the case of n = 0, we can computerφ 1/2 by the first-order scheme. Theorem 2.1. The scheme (2.11)-(2.14) is mass conserving, i.e., Ω φ n+1 dx = Ω φ n dx for all n, and unconditionally stable in the sense that
15)
whereẼ(φ n , r n , ψ n ) = E(φ n , r n , ψ n ) + 1 2 ∇φ n − ∇φ n−1 2 . Proof. Taking the inner products of (2.11) with 1 leads to (ψ n+1 − ψ n , 1) + β∆t(ψ n+1/2 , 1) = M ∆t(∆µ n+1/2 , 1).
(2.16)
Similarly, by taking the inner products of (2.12) with 1, we can obtain (φ n+1 − φ n , 1) = ∆t(ψ n+1/2 , 1). (2.17) Using the integration by parts, the term on the right hand side of (2.16) can be transformed into
Then (2.16) can be recast as follows:
Combining (2.19) with the condition on the initial condition (ψ 0 , 1) = 0 leads to (ψ n+1 , 1) = 0 for all n ≤ 0. Recalling (2.17), we have (φ n+1 , 1) = (φ n , 1). Next, we prove (2.15). Taking the inner products of (2.12) with µ n+1/2 gives ∆t(ψ n+1/2 , µ n+1/2 ) = (φ n+1 − φ n , µ n+1/2 ). (2.20)
Taking the inner products of (2.13) with φ n+1 − φ n , we have
The first three terms on the right-hand side of (2.21) can be estimated with the help of the integration by parts: 
=∆t(ψ n+1/2 , µ n+1/2 ).
(2.26)
Since recalling (2.11), we can derive
Finally, combining (2.26) with (2.27) gives the desired result. Since the scheme (2.11)-(2.14) is linear, one can also show that it admits a unique solution, and can be efficiently implemented. For the sake of brevity, we shall provide detail only for the fully discretized scheme presented in the next section.
3. Fully discrete schemes and their properties. In this section, we construct two linear SAV block-centered finite difference schemes for the SAV reformulated MPFC equation (2.8).
3.1. Full discrete schemes based on block-centered finite difference method. First we describe briefly the block-centered finite difference framework that we will employ to define and analyze our schemes. To fix the idea, we set Ω = (0, L x ) × (0, L y ), although the algorithm and analysis presented below apply also to the one-and three-dimensional rectangular domains.
We begin with the definitions of grid points and difference operators. Let L x = N x h x and L y = N y h y , where h x and h y are grid spacings in x and y directions, and N x and N y are the number of grids along the x and y coordinates, respectively. The grid points are denoted by (x i+1/2 , y j+1/2 ), i = 0, ..., N x , j = 0, ..., N y ,
Define the discrete inner products and norms as follows,
Lemma 3.1. Let q i,j , w 1,i+1/2,j and w 2,i,j+1/2 be any values such that w 1,1/2,j = w 1,Nx+1/2,j = w 2,i,1/2 = w 2,i,Ny+1/2 = 0, then
Next we define the discrete H −1 inner-product. Suppose η φ i ∈ {f |(f, 1) m = 0} := H to be the unique solution to the following problem:
where η φ i satisfies the discrete homogenous Neumann boundary condition
We define the bilinear form
Hereafter, we use C, with or without subscript, to denote a positive constant, which could have different values at different appearances.
Let us denote by {Z n , W n , R n , Ψ n } N n=0 the block-centered finite difference approximations to {φ n , µ n , r n , ψ n } N n=0 . The second-order scheme defined by the Crank-Nicolsion method for (2.8) is as follows:
Set the boundary condition as
where f n+1/2 = (f n+1 + f n )/2, f = W, Ψ, R andZ n+1/2 = (3Z n − Z n−1 )/2. For the case of n = 0, we can computerZ 1/2 by the first-order scheme.
Efficient implementation.
A remarkable property about the above schemes is that it can be solved very efficiently. We demonstrate the detail procedure to solve the second-order SAV scheme (3.4)-(3.7). Indeed, we can eliminate Ψ n+1 , W n+1 , R n+1 from (3.4)-(3.7) to obtain
, then the above equation can be transformed into the following:
In order to solve the above equation, we should determine (b n , Z n+1 ) m first. To this end, multiplying (3.9) by A −1 leads to
Multiplying (3.10) by b n i,j h x h y , and making summation on i, j for
Since M > 0 and for α, β ≥ 0, A −1 ∆ h is negative definite. So (b n , Z n+1 ) m can be uniquely determined from above. Finally, we can get Z n+1 by (3.10). Since the scheme is linear, the above procedure shows that it admits a unique solution.
In conclusion, the second-order SAV scheme (3.4)-(3.7) can be effectively implemented in the following algorithm:
Given: Ψ n , Z n , R n and b n .
Step 1. Computer (A −1 ∆ h b n , b n ) m . This can be accomplished by solving a sixth-order equation with constant coefficients.
Step 2. Calculate (b n , Z n+1 ) m using (3.11), which requires solving another sixth-order equation
While the second-order scheme above is suitable in most situations, there are cases, e.g., when only steady state solutions are desired, where a first-order scheme is preferred. For the readers' convenience, we list the first-order SAV scheme below:
We
where the discrete form of E 1 (Z n ) is defined as follows:
3.3. Mass conservation and unconditional energy stability. Define the discrete pseudo energy
Theorem 3.2. The scheme (3.4)-(3.7) admits a unique solution, is mass conserving, i.e., (Z n+1 , 1) m = (Z n , 1) m for all n, and unconditionally stable in the sense that
Since the scheme (3.4)-(3.7) is linear, the algorithm describes in Subsection 3.2 indicates that it admits a unique solution. The proof for mass conservation and energy dissipation is essentially the same as that for the semi-discrete case. For the readers' convenience, we still provide details below.
Similarly, by summing (3.5), we can obtain
Taking notice of Lemma 3.1 and the boundary condition (3.3), the term on the right hand side of (3.18) can be transformed into
Then (3.18) can be estimated as follows:
Combining (3.21) with the condition on the initial condition (Ψ 0 , 1) = 0 leads to (Ψ n+1 , 1) m = 0 for all n ≤ 0. Recalling (3.19), we have (Z n+1 , 1) m = (Z n , 1) m . Next, we prove (3.17). Multiplying (3.5) by W n+1/2 i,j h x h y , and making summation on i, j for
The first three terms on the right-hand side of (3.23) can be dealt with the help of Lemma 3.1 and the boundary condition (3.3): 
(3.28)
Since recalling (3.4), we can derive 4. Error analysis. In this section, we carry out a rigorous error analysis for the secondorder scheme (3.4)-(3.7).
Set e n φ = Z n − φ n , e n ψ = Ψ n − ψ n , e n µ = W n − µ n , e n r = R n − r n . We start by proving the following lemma which will be used to control the backward diffusion term in the error analysis.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that φ and ∆ h φ are satisfy the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, then we have
Proof. The proof for the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is essentially the same as for the periodic boundary condition. One can refer to [17, Lemma 3.10] for more detail. 
Subtracting (2.8b) from (3.6) leads to
where T n+1/2 3 The first term on the left-hand side of (4.11) can be transformed into the following Taking notice of (4.7), we can write the first term on the right-hand side of (4.11) as Using Lemma 3.1 and the boundary condition (3.3), we can write the first and second terms on the right-hand side of (4.13) as
.
The third term on the right-hand side of (4.13) can be estimated by
(4.16)
Below we shall first assume that there exist three positive constants C 1 , C 2 and C 3 such that
which will be verified late in the proof. Applying Lemma 4.1, the first term on the right-hand side of (4.16) can be controlled similar to the estimates in [16] by where C is dependent on r L ∞ (J) , Z n L ∞ (Ω) , ∇ h Z n L ∞ (Ω) .
The second term on the right-hand side of (4.16) can be handled by:
The last term on the right-hand side of (4.16) can be directly controlled by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
. Applying estimates (4.18)-(4.20) yields
(4.21)
The last term on the right-hand side of (4.13) can be estimated by 
(4.23)
Next we give the error estimate of auxiliary function r. Multiplying (4.9) by e n+1 r + e n r leads to
· (e n+1 r + e n r ).
(4.24)
The first two terms on the right-hand side of (4.24) can be transformed into: Applying Lemma 4.1 and (4.29), the first term on the right-hand side of (4.28) can be trans-
(4.30)
Then using the discrete Gronwall inequality and Lemma 4.1, (4.28) can be estimated as follows:
(4.31)
It remains to verify the hypothesis (4.17) . Actually this part of the proof follows a similar procedure as in our previous works [9, 10] . For the readers' convenience, we still provide a detail proof for Z n L ∞ (Ω) ≤ C 1 in the following two steps by using the mathematical induction.
Step 1 (Definition of C 1 ): Using the scheme (3.4)-(3.7) for n = 0 and applying the inverse assumption, we can get the approximation Z 1 with the following property:
where h = max{h x , h y } and Π h is an bilinear interpolant operator with the following estimate:
Thus we can choose the positive constant C 1 independent of h and ∆t such that
Step 2 (Induction): By the definition of C 1 , it is trivial that hypothesis Z l L ∞ (Ω) ≤ C 1 holds true for l = 1. Supposing that Z l−1 L ∞ (Ω) ≤ C 1 holds true for an integer l = 1, · · · , k + 1, with the aid of the estimate (4.31), we have that
Next we prove that Z l L ∞ (Ω) ≤ C 1 holds true. Since
(4.33)
Let ∆t ≤ C 5 h and a positive constant h 1 be small enough to satisfy
Then for h ∈ (0, h 1 ], we derive from (4.33) that
This indicates that Z n L ∞ (Ω) ≤ C 1 for all n. The proof for the other two inequalities in (4.17) is essentially identical with the above procedure so we skip it for the sake of brevity.
5.
Numerical results and discussions. In this section, we carry out some numerical experiments with the proposed scheme for the MPFC equation. We first verify the order of convergence. Then we plot evolutions of the original energy as well as the pseudo energy to show that the pseudo energy is indeed dissipative while the original energy is not.
Accuracy tests.
We take Ω = (0, 1) × (0, 1), T = 0.5, ǫ = 0.25, β = 0.9, M = 0.001 and the initial solution φ 0 = cos(2πx) cos(2πy) with the homogenous Neumann boundary conditions. We use the second-order scheme (3.4)-(3.7) and measure the Cauchy error since we do not know the exact solution. Specifically, the error between two different grid spacings h and h 2 is calculated by e ζ = ζ h − ζ h/2 . We take the time step to be ∆t = T N with N = N x = N y , and list the results in Table 5 .1. For simplicity, we define e f ∞ = max 0≤l≤k e l f . We observe a solid second order convergence rate, which are consistent with the error estimates in Theorem 4.2. 5.2. Energy stability test. In this example, we set Ω = (0, 128) × (0, 128), M = 1, ǫ = 0.025, β = 0.1, and consider the MPFC model with the periodic boundary conditions. The initial condition is taken as follows [1, 7] : φ 0 (x, y) =0.07 − 0.02 cos( 2π(x − 12) 32 ) sin( 2π(y − 1) 32 ) + 0.02 cos 2 ( π(x + 10) 32 ) cos 2 ( π(y + 3) 32 ) − 0.01 sin 2 ( 4πx 32 ) sin 2 ( 4π(y − 6) 32 ).
(5.1)
We take ∆t = 0.05 and evolve the system to the final time T = 10. The evolutions of discrete original energy and pseudo energy using the second-order scheme are plotted in Figure 5 .1. We observe that the discrete original energy may increase on some time intervals, while the pseudo energy are non-increasing at all times, which is consistent with our analysis.
5.3. Summary. We constructed in this paper two efficient schemes for the MPFC model based on the SAV approach and block finite-difference method. Since the original energy of the MPFC equation may increase in time on some time intervals, we introduced a pseudo energy that is dissipative for all times. It is shown that our schemes conserve mass and are unconditionally energy stable with respect to the pseudo energy. We also established rigorously second-order error estimates in both time and space for our second-order SAV block-centered finite difference method. Finally some numerical experiments are presented to validate our theoretical results.
